Become an ACII Asia 2018 Industry Sponsor!
The conference organizers warmly invite you to become a sponsor of the The first Asian Conference on
Affective Computing and Intelligent Interaction (ACII Asia 2018) , which will be held in the historic city
Beijing, China on May 20-22, 2018. ACII Asia is the premier international forum on interdisciplinary
research on the design of systems that can recognize, interpret, and simulate human emotions and
related affective phenomena. The theme of ACII Asia 2018 will be “Affective Intelligence”, which will
emphasize the interdisciplinary research to understand emotion expression and realize more natural
human-computer interaction. It is expected to have over 200 participants. ACII Asia 2018 is the perfect
place to inform leaders and students in the field, as well as the interested general public, about your
company's vision and products as related to affective computing.
Contact the conference’s industry sponsorship chairs Yiqiang Chen (yqchen@ict.ac.cn) for US
companies, Jia Jia (jjia@mail.tsinghua.edu.cn) to arrange your company's support of ACII Asia 2018.
The conference recognizes three different levels of contribution: Platinum Sponsors, Golden Sponsors,
and Silver Sponsors:

Platinum Level ($8000 and above):

In recognition of your support at this level, we offer you three free passport registrations,
+ Special recognition during banquet and other ceremonies,
+ Invited speech during banquet,
+ Logo on website, handbook and proceedings, platinum-size,
+ Free company exhibit table at the conference,
+ One leaflet placed in the conference bag.

Gold Level ($5000 and above):

In recognition of your support at this level, we offer you two free passport registrations,
+ Special recognition during banquet and other ceremonies, gold-size,
+ Logo on website, handbook and proceedings,
+ Company exhibit table,
+ One leaflet placed in the conference bag.

Silver Level ($3000):

In recognition of your support at this level, we offer you one free passport registration,
+ Special recognition during banquet and other ceremonies,
+ Logo on website, handbook and proceedings, silver-size,
+ One leaflet placed in the conference bag.

Logos: Sponsor log will appear as soon as the donation is made to let earlier sponsors get more
exposure time and visibility on the ACII Asia 2018 website. Logos will be listed with respect to the
donation level.

